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Abstract

Social-IQ 2.0 challenge is designed to benchmark re-
cent AI technologies’ skills to reason about social interac-
tions, which is referred as Artificial Social Intelligence in
the form of a VideoQA task. In this work, we use Just Ask
and SpeechT5 models as feature extractors, and reason by
adding one attention layer and two transformer encoders.
Our best configuration reaches 53.35% accuracy on the val-
idation set. The code is publicly available on GitHub.

1. Introduction
VideoQA (Video Question Answering) is a multi-modal

task that aims to answer a question based on a video. In the

Social-IQ 2.0 challenge (Wilf et al. [8]), given a video, a

question and four possible answers, the correct must be cho-

sen. The dataset contains over 1000 videos gathered from

YouTube and over 6000 multiple-choice questions.

Yang et al. [9, 10] introduced a pretrained model using

contrastive learning between a multi-modal video-question

transformer and an answer transformer. Yang et al. re-

port this model performs well in a zero-shot setting for

VideoQA. This model has been pretrained using a large

amount of videos including YouTube videos which is very

close to the challenge dataset. Therefore we use the afore-

mentioned model to solve the challenge in a zero-shot man-

ner. In addition, for each video, we extract features from

the provided question and suggested answers.

On the other hand, Ao et al. [1] propose SpeechT5 which

is a unified-modal framework that explores the encoder-

decoder pretraining for self-supervised speech/text repre-

sentation learning. This model is pretrained on speech

audio-text pairs which are very close to transcripts. We use

this model to extract features from transcripts.

A multi-headed attention layer and a transformer encoder

[7] are used to get the representation of the question with

respect to the transcript. Next, another transformer encoder

is used to get the representation of the question and answers

with respect to each other. Finally, we calculate the simi-

larity between the question and answers to pick the correct

answer.

The official dataset consists of 6159, 943, and 1715 samples

as training, validation, and test data respectively but we use

a subset of it due to the unavailability of some videos at

the time of download. The used dataset consists of 5618,

881, and 1577 samples as training, validation, and test data

respectively (available on GitHub).

2. System Description
Overall we calculate two representations for the question

(one with respect to the video and one with respect to the

transcript) and one representation for each answer. These

six vectors are fed into a transformer to produced six cor-

responding learned representations. The similarity between

these representations are used to choose the correct answer.

Figure 1 shows an overview of this model.

2.1. Feature Extraction

Just Ask model is composed of a frozen video encoder

(S3D [11]), a question encoder, an answer encoder (both

text encoders are DistillBERT [5]), and a unified-modal en-

coder for video-question joint encoding on top of the video

encoder and question encoder. We extract and save 3 types

of features using the Just Ask model: 1) Question represen-

tation 2) Answers representation and 3) Question represen-

tation after video-question joint encoding.

The SpeechT5 model has two parts: an encoder and a de-

coder. The encoder itself consists of 3 parts: speech en-

coder pre-net, text encoder pre-net, and joint speech/text

encoder. We use text encoder pre-net and joint speech/text

encoder to encode the transcripts. To this end we first add

punctuation and capitalization to captions of each clip us-

ing Nvidia NeMo Toolkit [6], then split the sentences using

NLTK [2], and finally encode each sentence of the transcript

using SpeechT5. Note that the SpeechT5 model does not

have a CLS token and the sentence representations are in the

shape of sentetnce length × features count. We chose

This ICCV workshop paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision
Foundation. Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;
the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Figure 1. The overview of the proposed model. A multi-headed attention layer and a transformer encoder is used to get the representation

of the question with respect to the transcript. Another transformer encoder calculates the representation of the question (F (Q1) and q′1) and

answers with respect to each other. To pick the correct answer, the similarities between the question (F (Q1)) and the proposed answers

are used.

SpeechT5 instead of other text encoders like RoBERTa [3]

because it has been trained on speech text which is closer to

transcripts, we explore using RoBERTa to prove this.

2.2. Zero-Shot setting

As part of the challenge we focus on using existing pre-

trained models without training or fine-tuning any addi-

tional or existing models. For this part of the challenge,

we calculate question and suggested answer representations

using the Just Ask pretrained model resulting in 5 vectors.

We use the similarity between the question vector and the 4

suggested answer vectors to choose the correct answer.

2.3. Fusion and reasoning

The second focus of the challenge is on fusion and rea-

soning. For this part, we explore various methods of fusing

vector representations of multi-modal data from pretrained

models without any fine-tuning. For this goal, we first cal-

culate a single representation for each sentence in the tran-

script. This is done using a multi-headed attention layer to

extract the representation of the sentence from the repre-

sentation of its tokens. The query is the question vector and

key and value are the token vectors for each sentence. Af-

ter this layer, we have a representation for each sentence in

the transcript with respect to the question. Next, we jointly

encode the question and transcript using a transformer en-

coder. Following [4] another transformer encoder encodes

the two question vectors (with respect to video and tran-

script) and the suggested answer vectors together. This en-

coder helps the model to relatively compare the suggested

answers and the question. Finally, we pick the most similar

answer to the question as the correct answer. Note that we

use the question vector with respect to the video for calcu-

lating the similarity because the questions are mostly about

the visual content.

2.4. Transcript omission

Some clips do not have transcript. In order to have a

robust model which can act correctly with and without the

presence of a transcript, we skip using the transcript of a clip

with some probability p which is a hyper-parameter. We

examine the effect of different values for this probability.

See experiments section for more details.

2.5. Loss Function

The correct answer is chosen using similarity between

the question vector and the suggested answer vectors. Two

loss functions are usually used in this context: cosine
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Checkpoint Accuracy

HowTo 26.67%

WebVid 30.53%

HowTo + WebVid 28.72%

HowTo + iVQA 27.13%

HowTo + MSRVTT-QA 30.08%

HowTo + MSVD-QA 26.45%

HowTo + ActivityNet-QA 32.80%

HowTo + How2QA % 36.78

HowTo + WebVid + MSRVTT-QA 30.76%

HowTo + WebVid + MSVD-QA 31.44%

HowTo + WebVid + ActivityNet-QA 35.30%

HowTo + WebVid + How2QA 39.39%

Table 1. The Just Ask model accuracy on the validation set in a

zero-shot manner. HowTo stands for HowToVQA69M and Web-

Vid stands for WebVidVQA3M.

p With transcripts Without transcripts

0.00 53.35% 52.89%

0.33 52.67% 51.53%

0.66 52.89% 52.55%

1.00 50.51% 51.65%

Table 2. The Just Ask model accuracy on the validation set with

and without transcript for the different probabilities of skipping

the transcript.

embedding loss and cross-entropy loss. We chose cross-

entropy loss due to time and resource constraints and to

avoid tuning an extra hyper-parameter for cosine embed-

ding loss.

3. Experiments

We used Google Colab infrastructure for all our training

and experimentation. Since the test set is not released, all

evaluations are reported on the validation set.

3.1. Zero-Shot

The Just Ask model has multiple checkpoints, to choose

the best one we evaluate them on the validation set (Table

1). The HowToVQA69M and WebVidVQA3M datasets are

used in the pretraining stage and several other datasets for

fine-tuning. As expected, the best accuracy is for the How-

ToVQA69M + WebVidVQA3M + How2QA checkpoint

which has the most data during the pretraining stage and

the most similar dataset (relative to the challenge dataset)

during the fine-tuning stage. We also use this checkpoint

to extract features for the fusion and reasoning part of our

work.

p With transcripts Without transcripts

0.00 52.21% 52.55%

0.33 52.89% 52.67%

0.66 52.21% 52.10%

1.00 52.78% 53.01%

Table 3. The Just Ask model accuracy on the validation set using

RoBERTa as transcript feature extractor for the different probabil-

ities of skipping the transcript.

3.2. Transcript omission

We evaluate the model on the validation set with and

without transcripts for p ∈ {0, 33, 66, 100}. You can see

the results in Table 2. Note that with p = 0, there are still

some videos that do not have transcripts.

The best result with and without transcripts is for using all

available transcripts which means not only the usage of the

transcripts are effective, but also they act like a regulariza-

tion as well.

3.3. RoBERTa instead of SpeechT5

In this work, we use a method to get the representation

of transcripts’ sentences which is not common. We use a

multi-headed attention layer on tokens’ features to get the

whole sentence representation. To prove that this method

works well, we replace the SpeechT5 model with RoBERTa

base and omit the attention layer to see what happens. You

can see the results in Table 3.

The second method (RoBERTAa) only acts better when we

do not have any transcripts. This means that not only does

the proposed method work, but also the pretraining stage of

SpeechT5 improves it over RoBERTa base.

Another interesting point is that using RoBERTa for feature

extraction can not help the model to improve, so choosing

the right feature extractor matters.

4. Future work

By not considering audio information in the VideoQA

task, the proposed model lacks a significant modality that

is often crucial for understanding social interactions, emo-

tions, and context in videos but it can be added just like

how we add transcript information. Also, the results can be

improved by automatic data generation using a method sim-

ilar to the Just Ask paper. This data can be used to pretrain

our proposed model and fine-tune on the challenge dataset

to further improve the results. Further more, using a sin-

gle transformer encoder to encode the video, question, and

transcript together can be helpful.
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5. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a model to use the transcripts

of the videos to solve the Social-IQ 2.0 Challenge in addi-

tion to the video (Just Ask paper only uses the video). The

results show that using the transcripts can help the model

when we choose the right feature extractor. Our best con-

figuration reaches 53.35% accuracy on the validation set.
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